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Prior Occupation and Schismatic Principles:

Toward a Normative Theorization of Aboriginal Title

Dwight G. Newman"

There are two divergent principles underlying the II y a deux principes divergents sota-jacenis a la

constitutionalrecognition ofAboriginaltitle in s. 35(1) reconnaissance comtitutionnclle de la revendication

ofthe Constitution Act, 1982: the historically-oriented mttochtoiw dans s. 35(1) dans la Loi conslilulionnclle

principle of "prior occupation, " and the forward- dc 1982: le principe traditionnel du « premier stir

lookingprinciple of "reconciliation. " A closer look at place ». el le principe prospectifde a reconciliation ».

the principle of "prior occupation " rewals several En examinant le premier principe de plus pres, on

possible rationales behind its requirement in the test constate que plusieurs justifications sont possibles

forAboriginal title: topromote economic efficiency: to pour metlre la revendication d'Autochtone a

grounda natural right ofownership: and tofunction I'e'preuve: promouvoir VefficacUe e'eonomique,

as a proxyfor the protection of individual or group neutralise!- le droit naturel a la propriete et agir en

identity. However, each of these rationales fails to tant que procuration pour la protection de I 'identile

adequately respond to hollt previousjurisprudence in individuelle ott collective. Cependant. aucune de ces

the area and the need to achieve a just and legally justifications ne re'pondbien auxdettx cas precedents

sound systemfor determiningfuture claims. If "prior de jurisprudence dans ce domaine ni d'ailleurs an

occupation" is instead understood as a proxy for besoin d'arriver a un systeme juste et juridiiiuement

"community connections to land," then the primaiy solide de regler les revendications futures. Si eelle

interests at stake are more clearly revealed. It is then notion de « premier stir place » de'signe pluioi des

possible to develop a principled and more consistent «liens communautaires a la terre », alors dans ce cas-

way ofdealing with Aboriginal title claims in a way la. les inlerels prioritaires enjeu sont plus clairs. II

that respects the interests ofall involved. serait alors possible de developper unefacon molivee

et plus consistanle de trailer les revendications

aulochtones de maniere a respecter les interets de tons

les partis interesses.
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I. Introduction

The Supreme Court of Canada's modern jurisprudence on Aboriginal title refers to two

schismatic principles behind the concept's constitutional recognition. The case law refers

both to a historically-oriented principle of Aboriginal title being determined by "prior

occupation"1 and a forward-looking principle of Aboriginal title being oriented to

"reconciliation."2 Those seeking a textual foundation for this schism in s. 35 of the

Constitution Act. 1982 might find one in the section's recognition of "existing Aboriginal

and treaty rights,"3 something resulting from a last-minute modification in the negotiation

process.4 However, I will argue in this article that the schism reflects, rather, a Supreme

Court that has failed to carry out an adequate normative theorization of the principles of

Aboriginal title and, thus, inadvertently incorporated two inconsistent elements.5 Despite

possible initial presumptions that Aboriginal title has been recognized primarily so as to

respond to the historical fact that "they were here first," I will argue that the concept of"prior

occupation" actually sits uneasily in a normativcly theorized account of Aboriginal title. I

Sec, e.g., Gucrin v. Canada, 11984] 2 S.C.R. 335 al 376 [Ouerin] (referring to Aboriginal (ideas "a legal

right derived from the Indians' historic occupation and possession of their tribal lands"); R. v. Van der

Peat, 11996] 2 S.C.R. 507 at para. 30 [ Van der Peel] (fact of prior occupation mandating special legul

rights), and at para. 119 (dissent also sourcing Aboriginal rights in historic occupation); Delgamuukw

v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 S.C.R. 1010 at para. 114 [Delganwuhv] (referring to force of prior

occupation); Mitchell v. M.N.R., 2001 SCC 33, [2001 ] I S.C.R. 911 at para. 10 (describing "the interests

ofaboriginal peoples arising from their historical occupation and use ofthe land"); and R. v. Marshall;

R. v. Bernard, 2005 SCC 43, [2005] 2 S.C.R. 220 at para. 129 [Marshall/Bernard] (referring to prior

possession of land as grounding Aboriginal title).

See, e.g., Delgammikw, ibid, at para. 81 (Aboriginal "rights are aimed at the reconciliation of the prior

occupation ofNorth America by distinctive aboriginal societies with the assertion ofCrown sovereignty

over Canadian territory"); Marshall/Bernard, ibid, at para. 39 (envisioning justification process "as a

way ofreconciling aboriginal interests with the interests ofthe broader community"); and Mikisew free

First Nation v. Canada (Minister ofCanadian Heritage), 2005 SCC 69, [2005] 3 S.C.R. 388 at para. I

[Mikisew Cree] ("The fundamental objective of the modern law of aboriginal and treaty rights is the

reconciliation ofaboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal peoples and their respective claims, interests and

ambitions").

Constitution Act. I982.S. 35, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 (emphasis

added].

Sec Michael B. Stein, Canadian Constitutional Renewal. 1968-1981: A Case Study in Integrative

Bargaining, Research Paper No. 27 (Kingston, On).: Queen's University Institute ofIntergovernmental

Relations, 1989) at 71.

As I understand his recent, as-yct unpublished comments on li islorical rights and generative rights (e.g.,

Brian Slaltery, "Aboriginal Rights: Where From? Where To?" (Paper presented to the Saskatchewan

Institute of Public Policy Moving Towards Justice Conference, Rcgina, March 2006) [unpublished]),

Brian Slattery is on the verge of reading up his earlier recognition of s. 35 as containing a "generative

constitutional order" (Brian Slattery, "Aboriginal Rights and the Honour ofthe Crown" (2005) 29 Sup.

Ct. L. Rev. (2d) 433 at 436 [Slattery, "Honour ofthe Crown"|) into one recognizing two kinds ofrights,

albeit without recognizing the possible inconsistency between the principles behind these two kinds of

rights. I certainly respectfully await clarification ofhis analysis in his future publications on this matter.
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will use that conclusion, in turn, to suggest several changes in the Court's approach to

Aboriginal title so as to render this area ofAboriginal rights law more normatively coherent.6

A full normative evaluation ofAboriginal rights jurisprudence generally, or ofAboriginal

title jurisprudence specifically, would, ofcourse, be an enormous task, one situated against

a set of immensely complex social, political, cultural, and historical contexts and involving

highly contested claims within moral and political theory.7 That sort ofproject is ofimmense

importance to major policy questions and to the pursuit of justice, and it is well worth

pursuing further elsewhere.8 However, it is not the project that faces the Supreme Court of

Canada in the context ofeach individual Aboriginal rights case.' The Court must decide on

a case involving particular litigants against a backdrop of previously decided law that will

ground particular expectations by the parties to the case. The Court is accountable to the

legal claims that properly arise.

To further the task ofnormative theory within this adjudicative context, I will endeavour

in this article to read Canada's Aboriginal title jurisprudence against something like Ronald

Dworkin's adjudicative requirements of"fit" and "soundness."'" Dworkin offers an account

of adjudication that is, of course, part of ongoing legal theory debates about the proper task

ofand approach to adjudication.1' I draw on Dworkin's account specifically for two reasons.

First, it responds specifically to the context ofadjudication as a context in which a court is

both accountable to legal expectations ofthe parties and in which a court may seek to render

ofthe law the mostjust possible system. In so doing, Dworkin offers an account in which the

Seeking to analyze such complex matters within the format ul'un article necessarily engages me in a task

of partial analysis. To a degree, I analyze prior occupation and Aboriginal title as concepts separable

from the range ofconcepts lo which they arc connected. In (he larger project of which this article is an

early part, 1 hope to approach these concepts in a more thoroughly connected way. However, I would

maintain (hat my argument within this article remains valid without reference to all possible conceptual

connections.

The application of moral and political theory' to the Aboriginal rights contexts has begun to attract

significant attention. For an interesting collection of pieces, sec Duncan Ivison. Paul Patton & Will

Sanders, cds.. Political TheoryandtheRights ojindigenous Peoples (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2000). For a seminal monograph in this area, sec Patrick Macklem, Indigenous Difference and

the Constitution of Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2001) (Macklem, Indigenous

Difference]. Unfortunately, Macklem ultimately leaves many questions unanswered and docs not go as

far in articulating an over-arching theory as one might have hoped.

I am working on a scries of pieces in this area. Sec, e.g., Dwighl U. Newman, "Theorizing Collective

Indigenous Rights" Am. Indian L. Rev. [forthcoming in 2007); Dwighl G. Newman, "You Still Know

Nothin' 'Bout Me: Toward Cross-Cultural Theorizing ofAboriginal Rights" McGill L.J. [forthcoming

in 2007]. I am grateful to students in my "Theorizing Aboriginal Rights" seminar for ongoing

discussions on a variety of topics.

The institutional context in which courts work means that "they cannot, in one decision, hope to achieve

what the legislature can in a programme oflaw reform" (William Lucy,"Adj udication" in Jules Coleman

& Scott Shapiro, cds.. The OxfordHandbook ofJurisprudence and Philosophy ofl,aw(O\ ford: Ox ford

University Press, 2002) 206 at 220). Lucy is discussing a set of claims contained in Joseph Raz, The

Authority ofLaw: Essays on Law and Morality (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1979) at 201. Although Ra/

suggests a sort ofdiscretion in adjudication that goes in some ways beyond what Dworkin would have

been ready lo contemplate, Ra/ loads onto this discretion a number of institutional factors about courts

that constrain it significantly.

Cf e.g., Ronald Dworkin, Law's Empire (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1986) at 255. Dworkin

there uses the terms "fit" and "justification." Scholars writing on his account have widely used the term

"soundness" in place of"justification," and I follow that usage.

For one helpful overview of diflerent accounts of adjudication, sec Lucy, supra note 9.
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value of legality may be preserved within the seeking ofjustice, maintaining both law and

normativity and thereby preserving legality as an important element ofjustice itself. Second,

and unsurprisingly given the consonance of such an account with general instincts of the

Court, Dworkin's account thus itselfcontains both historically-oriented andjustice-oriented

principles. It looks both to the "fit" ofa decision with prior legal materials, and to the moral

and political theory "soundness" of the legal explanation a court offers. If any account of

adjudication can overcome the schism I have identified in the Supreme Court's

jurisprudence, one between historically-oriented principles and forward-looking principles,

Dworkin's account of adjudication seems a viable possibility. Ifeven it cannot support the

Court's jurisprudence as it has developed, this speaks significantly to the need for

modifications of that jurisprudence.

In order to do this, in Part III will flesh out the presence of the two principles in the case

law, contextualizing Aboriginal title within Aboriginal rights more generally, and begin to

articulate how the two principles stand in potential tension. In Part III, 1 will hone in on the

concept of"prior occupation" to explore several alternative rationales that might be served

by the application of a "prior occupation" requirement and to show that each of these

alternative rationales would entail other implications that arc inconsistent with either the

main strands ofexisting law and/or any normatively sound account ofAboriginal rights. That

is, each plausible account ofthe "prior occupation" requirement ends up failing one or both

of the Dworkinian requirements of"fit" and "soundness." In Part IV, I will try to show that

"prior occupation" has liinctioned as a proxy for other more normatively relevant concepts

of community (cultural-political) connections to land, and to lay some foundations for an

account of Aboriginal title based more directly on community connections to land. In Part

V, I will examine the implications for existing tests and legal doctrine, arguing that it is

possible to render this legal doctrine more normatively coherent through several specific

modifications.

II. Historically-Oriented and Forward-looking Principles

A. Case Law Backdrop

The Supreme Court'sjurisprudence ofAboriginal title, and ofAboriginal rights generally,

is set out in a sparser set ofcases than those less acquainted with the area might first assume.

Aside from some earlier foundations and references,12 the s. 35 case law on Aboriginal title

perse is developed principally in the two leading cases oWelgumuukw v. British Columbia1*

from 1997 and the recent Marshall/Bernard* decsion released in 2005. One might also add

See. e.g., St. Catherine's Milling and Lumber Co. v. Vie Queen (1888), 14 A.C. 46 al 54 (P.C.) [St.

Catherine's Milling] (referring (o Aboriginal title in terms of a "personal and usufructuary right");

Colder v. Attorney-General ofBritish Columbia, [I973| S.C.R. 313; Baker Lake v. Canada (Minister

ofIndian Affairs andNorthern Development), 11980] I F.C. 518 (T.D.); and Guerin, supra note I. Some

authors question whether the law in this area has shifted fundamentally beyond the principles of St.

Catherine's Milling: see, e.g., Gordon Christie, "A Colonial Reading ofRecentJurisprudence: Sparrow.

Delgamttukw and llaida Nation" (2005) 23 Windsor Y.B. Access Just. 17.

Delgamuukw, supra note 1.

Marshall/Bernard, supra note I.
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reference to the 2004 decision in Haida Nation v. British Columbia (Minister ofForests),'*

but this case was predominantly concerned with obligations of consultation in cases of

alleged but unproven Aboriginal title claims and does not yield as much jurisprudence on

Aboriginal title itself.16

There has been a general tendency amongst academic commentators on the Marshall/

Bernard decision to rapidly assert disagreement with the Court's approach in the case.17

Early academic comments on the case by Paul Chartrand, Kent McNeil, and Mark Walters

have portrayed it as a sort ofstep backward from the Supreme Court's evolving receptiveness

to Aboriginal claims."11 respect these scholars and their work immensely. However, to the

extent that the terms of their critiques of this case suggest a results-based concern with the

decision rather than a critique developed at a prior level of legal principle,1'1 they endanger

their own cause. These authors provide no answer to those on the other side ofthe issues in

the case,20 or in Aboriginal rights jurisprudence, when they say that a decision is a good

decision if it advances Aboriginal claims and a bad one if it docs not. North American legal

academia, of course, has long lingered under the sway of critical legal studies scholarship,

but legal scholarship founded in ideological attitude ultimately fails to persuade those on the

other side of an issue and, worse yet, undermines the fundamental value of legality.2' For

2004 SCC 73, |2004] 3 S.C.R. 511. There are various relatively undeveloped references in other cases

as well.

It could well be more significant if it establishes s. 35 as containing a "generative constitutional order"

(Slatlcry, "Honour of the Crown." supra note 5 at 436) that tends to incorporate but fundamentally

reinterpret and revise historical considerations. However, the full meaning of the judgment is not yet

clear.

Paul L.A.H. Chartrand. "R. v. Marshall: R. v. Bernard: The Return ofthe Native" (2006) 55 U.N.U.L.J.

135; Kent McNeil, "Aboriginal Title and the Supreme Court: What's Happening?" (2006) 69 Sask. L.

Rev. 281 [McNeil, "Aboriginal Title"); and Mark D. Walters, "The Morality ofAboriginal Law" (2006)

31 Queen's L.J. 470.

See, e.g., Chartrand, ibid, at 140 ("I lolding that Aboriginal laws and customs relating to the use oflands

and territories matter only to the extent they mirror those of the English recalls the most extreme form

of legal rejection of Aboriginal people, which is the doctrine of terra nullius"); McNeil, "Aboriginal

Title," ibid, at 305 (describing McLachlin CJ.C.'s judgment as "a disappointing retreat from the

innovative aspects of ... Delgamuukw"); and Wallers, ibid, at 472, 517 (describing the case as

"forsak[ing] the promise of a truly inlersocictal law" and us a return to one-sided reconciliation). This

attitude towards the decision is not universal; Thomas Isaac, for one, seems to sec the case as fitting

coherently within an evolving body of jurisprudence (Thomas Isaac. Aboriginal Title (Saskatoon:

University of Saskatchewan Native Law Centre. 2006) at 2-3. 58).

The language of "retreat" and variations thereon (see ibid.) can be taken as expressing concern about

consistency with past law but is as much concerned with what the authors perceive as being in the

interests ofAboriginal groups. Each ofChartrand. McNeil, and Walters makes clear a certain rooledness

in the interests of Aboriginal groups (Chartrand, ibid, at 145 (arguing that the case brings "the spectre

of the return of the native, the 'farmyard man' who only matters when he looks like his master");

McNeil, "Aboriginal Title," ibid, at 308 (explaining what Aboriginal groups should argue in future

cases); and Walters, ibid, at 473 (taking respect for Aboriginal groups as a fundamental value)). To

identify this tendency is not necessarily to criticize it; in our present circumstances, it may well be that

this is the most responsible approach for academics to lake. However, there is room for further

exploration.

Neither Chartrand nor McNeil explores at length the normative reasons for or against the decision.

Wallers explores moral questions in a limited way within the particularconcerns attached to Lon Fuller's

theory of the rule of law.

Cf. Dvvight (i. Newman, Book Review of Against Judicial Activism: The Decline of Freedom and

Democracy in Canada by Rory Leishman and Appointing Midges in an Age ofJudicial Power: Critical

Perspectivesfrom Around the World. Kate Malleson & Peter II. Russell, cds. (2007) 85 Can. Bar Rev.
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analogous reasons, there needs to be further effort to offer a normative theorization of

Canada's Aboriginal title jurisprudence.

Both on account of the sparseness of the case law on Aboriginal title and on account of

its (often not fully acknowledged) close connection with the Supreme Court's Aboriginal

rights jurisprudence more broadly, it is worth contextualizing the Aboriginal title case law

against that frame. Indeed, the modern Aboriginal title jurisprudence derives directly from

Aboriginal rights jurisprudence — despite the existence of an earlier body of case law on

Aboriginal title that, in a sense, was shelved once the prospect of fitting Aboriginal title

within an Aboriginal rights discourse (rather than a property discourse) emerged.22 In

Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J.C. describes Aboriginal title as one point on a spectrum of

Aboriginal rights and their connection with the land,23 and he goes on to engage in what he

calls "[t]he adaptation of the test laid down in Van der Peet to suit claims to title."24 Thus,

the Van der Peel test for Aboriginal rights — "in order to be an aboriginal right an activity

must be an element ofa practice, custom or tradition integral to the distinctive culture ofthe

aboriginal group claiming the right"25 — becomes a three-part test for Aboriginal title:

In order lu make out a claim for aboriginal lille, the aboriginal group asserting title must satisfy the following

criteria: (i) the land must have been occupied prior to sovereignty, (ii) if present occupation is relied on as

proof of occupation prc-sovereignty, there must be a continuity between present and pro-sovereignty

occupation, and (iii) at sovereignty, that occupation must have been exclusive.'

ChiefJustice Lamer, earlier in the Delgamuukwjudgmenl, had discussed case law to date

on the nature of Aboriginal title, alongside a citation of extensive academic authority, to

conclude that Aboriginal title was not restricted to a protection ofpractices and traditions.27

However, he continued immediately to a sort of conceptual analysis of the sui generis

character ofAboriginal title so as to conclude that Aboriginal title is subject to "an inherent

limit that lands held pursuant to title cannot be used in a manner that is irreconcilable with

the nature of the claimants' attachment to those lands."2"

In developing the Aboriginal title test in Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J.C. makes clear his

reliance on McNeil's legal account29 ofthe deep foundations ofcommon law property law

to be considered along with the perspectives of Aboriginal legal systems,30 something to

433 at 4-40-42. Some might respond that all law is inherently subject to contestation and has no place

for neutrality. Such a response exemplifies the very kind of problem I discuss, ultimately leaving us in

an intellectual quagmire and turning litigants into supplicants (cf. Ronald Dworkin, "Judicial Discretion"

(1963) 60 Journal of Philosophy 624).

The shift from a property discourse to an Aboriginal rights discourse is evident even in the recent writing

ofKent McNeil, who had played a pioneering role in the property discourse ofAboriginal title; he now

indicates that his thinking has moved beyond his earlier writings now that he sees the possible

connections of land rights and self-government (McNeil, "Aboriginal Title," supra note 17 at 307).

Delgamuukw, supra note I at para. 138.

Ibid, at para. 142.

Van der Peel, supra note I at para. 46.

Delgamuukw. supra note 1 at para. 143.

Ibid, at para. 123.

Ibid, at para. I2S.

Kent McNeil, Common LawAboriginal Title (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1989) (McNeil, Common Law].

See, e.g., Delgamuukw, supra note 1 at para. 149.
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which he refers particularly in his enunciation of the prior occupation element of the test."

To an even greater extent, it becomes apparent that the Aboriginal title test is thought to flow

from a purposive development of s. 35. ChiefJustice Lamer's reasoning on the second and

third branches of the test is based largely on what fits with the purpose of s. 35 while

developing the law in a reasonably pragmatic way."

The Supreme Court's development of Aboriginal title jurisprudence, in addition to

generalized invocation ofacademic authority, thus relies on purposive development of legal

and normative concepts rather than simply textual and precedent-based application of

existing law. This mode of legal reasoning is unsurprising given the Court's purposive

approach to constitutional reasoning generally,33 the open-textured nature of s. 35,u and the

need for some mode of reasoning about a new constitutional section in the absence of

substantial prior authority. Indeed, normative theory has been particularly important to the

development of s. 35 jurisprudence.35

That said, the use of precedent-based reasoning becomes gradually more viable as more

s. 35 case law develops. The Court in Marshall/Bernard invokes the Delgamuukw test,'6

although McLachlin C.J.C.'s majority judgment also recognizes the need to develop further

the standard of occupation demanded within the prior occupation element of the

Delgamuukw test." Against the New Brunswick Court of Appeal's articulation of a lower

standard based on some phrases from McNeil's treatise,1* McLachlin C.J.C. explores the

implications ofthe nature of Aboriginal title as based on "exclusive" occupation.39 To take

account of both common law and Aboriginal perspectives, McLachlin C.J.C. develops an

account founded on the concept of the way in which the law today can most adequately

"translate" pre-sovereignty Aboriginal practices into modern legal rights.40 Aboriginal title

is thus "established by aboriginal practices that indicate possession similar to that associated

with title at common law,"41 thus implying a standard of occupation for Aboriginal title

purposes well above occasional entry and use.42 Justice LeBel, in a concurring judgment,

would have favoured a lesser standard of occupation modified to make more room for title

" Ibid, al para. 145, citing McNeil, Common Imw, supra note 29 at 196.

32 See, e.g., Delgamuukw, ibid, at paras. 153, 159.

33 See generally//(/H/crv. Soiiihwn. |I984] 2 S.C.R. 145.

" On opcn-tcxlured language, cf. II.L.A. Hart, The Concept ojl.au: 2d cd. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1994) al 128. Hart describes the text of a legal rule as open-lexlurcd when the lext itself leaves an

indeterminacy of application. To call s. 35 "open-lexlured," ihcn. is arguably understatement in the

extreme.

" As one measure, consider that Brian Slattcry's articles have been cited more frequently in post-1982

constitutional jurisprudence lhan Peter Hogg's (Peler McCormick, "The Judges and the Journals:

Citation of Periodical Literature by the Supreme Court ofCanada, 1985-2004" (2004) 83 Can. Bar Rev.

633 al 653). That statistic, of course, is deceptive in nol counting citations to books. However, as

another, consider thai more than one quarter ofthe s. 35 cases lo date (i.e.. to 2006) invoke theoretical

writings, most often from Brian Slaltery or Kent McNeil, with most ofthese writings al least purporting

to offer some normative claims.

"■ Marshall/Bernard, supra note 1 al para. 40.

" Ibid, al paras. 40-109.

's The Supreme Court glosses the Court of Appeal discussion in ibid, at paras. 42-44.

'" Ibid, al paras. 54-58.

40 Ibid, al para. 48.

41 Ibid, at para. 54.

° ibid, at para. 59.
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claims by nomadic or semi-nomadic Aboriginal groups,43 although he was also ready to

demand a much more developed evidentiary foundation for Aboriginal title claims.44

Against the background ofan increasing accumulation ofcase law that could be applied,

it is perhaps easier to be sympathetic to claims like that ofChartrand:

[T]hc majority designed an entirely new ... mirror test, without apparently relying on or distinguishing

relevant judicial authority. The new test differs substantially from both the established judicial views on

Aboriginal title and also from the more recent pronouncements in the Court itself, although these have been

obiter dicta since the Court has not yet found an Aboriginal title in fact.

There is more force to such a claim in the context of a larger body ofcase law than there

was to concerns by some authors at the time of Van der Peel that the Court had plucked the

notion ofreconciliation "from thin air."46 However, even today, such an approach neglects

the role oftheory and normative argument in the Court's development ofs. 35jurisprudence.

B. The Two Principles

With this backdrop, it becomes imperative to consider the Court's normative argument and

to what degree the Court has adequately normatively theorized its jurisprudence of

Aboriginal title. Given the particular attention to the prior occupation requirement in

Marshall/Bernard" this is a particularly interesting focus for discussion. The Court's

attention to prior occupation naturally calls for contextual ization in the broader principles the

Court has cited as residing behind its Aboriginal title test.

The key point to observe about these principles is that the Court's Aboriginal rights

jurisprudence generally, and Aboriginal title jurisprudence specifically, has referred to two

very different principles as normative sources for the recognition of Aboriginal rights and

Aboriginal title. On the one hand, the Court refers to prior occupation as itself a normative

foundation for Aboriginal rights and Aboriginal title. Thus, in Van der Peel, Lamer C.J.C.

writes that "the doctrine of aboriginal rights exists, and is recognized and affirmed by s.

35(1), because of one simple fact: when Europeans arrived in North America, aboriginal

peoples were already here, living in communities on the land, and participating in distinctive

cultures, as they had done for centuries."4" In Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J.C. essentially applies

this notion: "aboriginal title ... arises from the prior occupation of Canada by aboriginal

Ibid at paras. 126-40.

Ibid, at para. 141. Justice LcBcl insightfully indicated the possible need to consider alternative

procedural mechanisms for the assessment of evidence on Aboriginal title claims, which have too

frequently arisen in summary conviction proceedings probably not ideally suited to such complex issues:

ibid, at paras. 142-44.

Chartrand. supra note 17 at 139.

Russell Lawrence Harsh & James Youngblood Henderson, "The Supreme Court's Van tier Peet Trilogy:

Naive Imperialism and Ropes of Sand" (1997) 42 McCiill L.J. 993 at 999.

Marshall/Bernard, supra note I.

Van der Peel, supra note I at para. 30 [emphasis in original]; L'Heureu.x-Dubc J.'s separate opinion

similarly stales (at para. 119) that "the source of these rights is the historic occupation and use of

ancestral lands by the natives."
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peoples."4* And Marshall/Bernard maintains the same strand of normative principle: "As

with all aboriginal rights protected by s. 35( 1) ofthe Constitution Act, 1982, aboriginal title

arises from the prior possession of land and the prior social organization and distinctive

cultures of aboriginal peoples on that land."50 These passages thus suggest a normative

foundation grounded in historical fact that is claimed to have present implications for thejust

treatment of Aboriginal groups."

On the other hand, the Court refers to s. 35 as geared towards seeking "reconciliation."

The language ofwhat is to be reconciled has somewhat shifted over the years, with the most

recent shift being from the prior existence ofAboriginal societies and the assertion ofCrown

sovereignty to the interests ofAboriginal groups and the interests ofCanada." In one sense,

the modern language of reconciliation has become even more focused on future-looking

objectives rather than on a sort of forward-looking but historically-rooted reconciliation in

some ofthe earlier case law."

Thus, on the earlier conception in Van der Peet, Lamer C.J.C. pronounces the purpose of

s. 35 to be "the reconciliation ofthe pre-existence ofaboriginal societies with the sovereignty

ofthe Crown."54 ChiefJustice Lamer rcinvokes this purpose in Delgamuukw: "I explained

in Van der Peet that those [s. 35] rights are aimed at the reconciliation ofthe prior occupation

ofNorth America by distinctive aboriginal societies with the assertion ofCrown sovereignty

over Canadian territory."55 The purpose of reconciliation then also becomes an interpretive

lens through which the translation of Van der Peet is to apply to Aboriginal title, with Lamer

C.J.C using the claim that "the purpose of s. 35(1) is to reconcile the prior presence of

aboriginal peoples in North America with the assertion ofCrown sovereignty" to begin his

section on the test for Aboriginal title.56

One sees the later conception of reconciliation in the Court's more recent reasoning in

Marshall/Bernard. Here, McLachlin C.J.C. introduces the purpose of reconciliation as

bearing on the process of "translating"57 historic activity or occupancy into modern legal

right: "The process begins by examining the nature and extent of the pre-sovereignty

aboriginal practice in question. It goes on to seek a corresponding common law right. In this

way, the process determines the nature and extent of the modern right and reconciles the

4* Delgamuukw, supra note I at para. 114.

w Marshall/Bernard, supra nolc I at para. 129.

" If one atlempted to read the passages as concerned with the continuity of politically sovereign

jurisdiction orAboriginal peoples, one would still not escape the claimed importance ofhistorical fact

inherent in these arguments.

52 I have examined this shift at length elsewhere. See Dwight G. Newman, "Reconciliation: Legal

Conccpt(s) and Faces ofJusticc" in Ian Peach & John Whyte, eds., Moving TowardsJustice (Saskatoon:

Purich, forthcoming) [Newman, "Reconciliation"].

5) See my discussion in ibid.

54 Van der Peet, supra nolc I at para. 31.

" Delgamuukw, supra note I at para. 81.

w Ibid at para. 141. In an inlcrcsling but isolated statement, the Court in Tuku River Tlingit described s.

35( I) as "the ultimate reconciliation ofprior Aboriginal occupation with defacto Crown sovereignty":

(Taku River Tlingit First Nation v. British Columbia (Project Assessment Director), 2004 SCC 74,

[2004] 3 S.C.R. 550 at para. 42 [Taku River Tlingit]).

" This aspect of McLachlin C.J.C.'s approach has been effectively criticized. See especially Walters,

supra note 17 at 517 (identifying its one-sided nature).
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aboriginal and European perspectives."58 This reference to reconciliation was actually her

second reconciliation reference in the case. She had also earlier stated that the R. v.

Sparrow?* justification process could be seen "as a way of reconciling aboriginal interests

with the interests ofthe broader community."*0 Although the Court offers no full account of

what reconciliation means, there can be no doubting the Court's identification ofa forward-

looking reconciliatory principle in s. 35. As Binnic J. has put it most recently: "The

fundamental objective ofthe modern law ofaboriginal and treaty rights is the reconciliation

of aboriginal peoples and non-aboriginal peoples and their respective claims, interests and

ambitions."61

Although some statements from the Court may, even if indirectly, refer to both purposes

simultaneously," they are frequently independently invoked. This is unsurprising, for the

Court implicitly invokes significantly different normative principles that, at the very least,

cannot be taken as inherently compatible. Although some academic writing seems to presume

that something like prior occupation can be incorporated into a melange with a variety of

other normative bases,63 there is real reason to interrogate the principled interaction of a

historically-based rationale that looks backward in time in its articulation of what justice

demands with a future-based rationale that looks forward in time in its articulation ofwhat

justice and/or the mutual flourishing of communities demand.64

Recognizing the simultaneous presence ofa historically-oriented rationale and a forward-

looking rationale does not lead to any automatic conclusion oftheir incompatibility. Broader

debates about reconciliation and peace in other contexts sometimes treat the resolution of

historic injustices as essential to the achievement of forward-looking goals.65 It may be that

the normative principles of prior occupation and of reconciliation are intermeshed in this

way. However, any such conclusion demands significantly more analysis; just as this

argument calls into question an automatic conclusion ofincompatibility, it would be similarly

inappropriate to assume compatibility.'*

These tensions do not arise uniquely in the Aboriginal rights context, but relate to a

broader debate about the relationship between process-based justice (which attaches

Marshall/Rernard, supra nole I al para. 51.

11990| I S.C.R. 1075.

Marshall/Bernard, supra nole 1 tit para. 39.

Mikiscw Cree, supra nole 2 al para. I.

See, e.g., Delgamuukw, supra nole 1 al para. 145 ("from a theoretical standpoint, aboriginal title arises

out of prior occupation of the land by aboriginal peoples and out of the relationship between the

common law and pre-existing systems ofaboriginal law").

The ability to mix together different sorts of bases is a dominant undertone to Macklem, Indigenous

Difference, supra note 7. Cf. also S. James Anaya, "Maya Aboriginal Land and Resource Rights and the

Conflict Over Logging in Southern Belize" (1998) I Yale Human Rts. & Dcv. L.J. 17 at 68-69.

Some might question why such a blend is problematic; alter all, all law has past, present, and future, and

adjudication presumably makes choices between them on a regular basis. However, the difficulty is in

the potentially very different implications of a historical rationale and a future-based rationale for

Aboriginal rights. Which prevails has very significant consequences.

Dwighl G. Newman, "The Rome Statute, Some Reservations Concerning Amnesties, and a Distributive

Problem" (2005) 20 Am. U. Int'l L. Rev. 293 at 295-96 (identifying such claims as widespread amongst

human rights advocates).

See ibid, al 296.
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significance to historical rights and transfers) and end-statc-based justice (which attaches

significance to present concerns like ongoing equality of resources).67 The two kinds of

theories were, at one stage in the debates, epitomized by the accounts ofRobert Nozick, who

advanced a process-based theory ofproperty rights based onjust acquisitions and transfers,6"

and John Rawls, who advanced an end-state-based theory ofjustice concerned with equality

ofresources in present circumstances.69 The latter argument, a concern for end-state justice,

has arguably had more influence among political theorists and, indeed, has become a central

tenet of liberalism.70

Despite how it might appear, recognizing the primary normative force ofone or the other

sort of concern does not have automatic implications. In particular, returning to the

Aboriginal rights context, even though the authors ofthe 1969 White Paper" were no doubt

working within an end-state-based approach,72 an end-state-based theory applied to

Aboriginal rights need not resemble the White Paper approach.73 Will Kymlicka's

monumental writings have made this point clear. Kymlicka adheres to an end-state-bascd

approach, reflected both in his general reasoning based on equality of resources74 and in his

specific conclusion that "it is far from clear why it matters who first acquired a piece of

land."75 At the same time, within an equality of resources argument, Kymlicka has been

centrally concerned with arguing for the protection of certain cultural rights for Aboriginal

groups on the basis that they otherwise face unequal costs in maintaining their cultures.76 The

result is an acceptance of an array of policies very much attuned to modern Aboriginal

claims.77

Cf. Will Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy: An Introduction, 2d cd. (New York: Oxford

University Press, 2002) at 112-13 [Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy].

Robert Nozick, Anarchy. State, and Utopia (New York: Basic Books, 1974).

John Rawls, A Theory ofJustice (Cambridge, Mass.: Bclknap Press, 1971).

See Kymlicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy, supra note 67 at 53-97.

Canada, Statement ofthe Government ofCanada on Indian Policy. 1969 (Ottawa: Department ofIndian

Affairs and Northern Development, 1969) [White Paper].

Prime Minister Trudcau succinctly explained the philosophical foundations of the White Paper as

concerned with current individual equality and with justice in present limes, l-'or a concise discussion.

see Alan C. Cairns, Citizens Plus: Aboriginal Peoples and the Canadian Stale (Vancouver: UBC Press,

2000) at 51-53.

I raise the White Paper specifically to make this point because of the very negative connotations of the

White Paper. End-state-based theories can be dramatically different than the White Paper. One could

engage in an interesting task ofcharacterizing the philosophical principles behind other key documents

on Aboriginal rights. This would not always be easy. The Report oftheRoyal Commission onAboriginal

Peoples (Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996) [Report], for instance, has extensive references

to "reconciliation" and thus might appear forward-looking. However, some interpretations of its

reconciliation discussion see it as an interpretation of reconciliation oriented to healing past wrongs

(Cairns, ibid, at 86), and (he Report also lends to stress cultural survival over economic opportunity

(Cairns, ibid, at 128-30), both potentially manifesting a concomitant historical orientation.

Sec Will Kymlicka. Liberalism. Community and Culture (Oxford: Clarendon Press. I989)al 182-205.

Ibid, at I58,n.4.

Ibid, at 182-205.

See, e.g.. Will Kymlicka, .Multicultural Citizenship: A Liberal Tlieory of Minority Rights (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1995) at38-40(showing, unusually amongst most Canadian commentators, even some

openness to the idea of Aboriginal self-government not subject to the Charter).
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In a stream of provocative recent work with direct implications for the Aboriginal title

context that scholars have thus far seemingly failed to answer,78 Jeremy Waldron has called

into question whether process-basedjustice can possibly trump end-state-basedjustice.7' As

put in his 2002 version of the argument, offered implicitly in the Canadian context,80

Waldron argues that the normative rationales ofprocess-basedjustice themselves run counter

to any extreme claims for historically-based principles. In particular, he argues that if

circumstances affect which acquisitions arc and are not just, then they also affect which is

or is not today an unjust action againstjustly held property, with the implication that changed

circumstances can affect whether continuing adverse possession is an injustice or not.81

An example may make the point clearer. If, for instance, a particular group had historically

seized a waterhole from another group out ofpure greed and all other waterholcs in the area

had subsequently dried up, the seizing group might retain a justice-based right to share that

waterhole based on the principles that would have compelled the sharing of it had they never

seized it.s: Even without the more artificial elements of this stylized example, the general

point is that an adverse possessor may acquire certain claims injustice, perhaps due simply

to settled expectations.83 Waldron's argument implies that historically-based principles

cannot fully trump end-statc-based concerns.

The appropriate interaction of historically-oriented and forward-looking principles is

complex. The distinction is analogous to the distinction between process-based and end-state-

based theories ofjustice. However, it is not identical. One could conceivably have a process-

based theory ofjustice for forward-looking reasons, as, for instance, one could imagine as

a possible interpretation ofa doctrine founded on negotiation and consultation. There would

thus be room to explore further possibilities, and Canadian scholars writing on Aboriginal

rights questions have unfortunately paid limited attention to such issues when they are, in

fact, at the very heart ofany appropriate normative understanding of the emerging Supreme

Court doctrine. That said, it is possible to advance this understanding by undertaking a

narrower task concerned with the normative force of prior occupation. Leaving a more

complete exegesis of the forward-looking principle of "reconciliation" to elsewhere,"4 the

Dale Turner offers a one-line response with a lew more lines in a footnote: Dale Turner, Tins Is Sot a

Peace Pipe: Toward* a Critical Indigenous Philosophy (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2006)

at 68-69, 154, n. 36. Duncan Ivison also offers a briefresponse: Duncan h'imm.Poslcolonial Liberalism

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002) at 99-101. Janna Thompson addresses both related

themes and Waldron's argument at significantly more length: Janna Thompson, Taking Responsibility

for the Past: Reparation and Historical Injustice (Cambridge: Polity, 2002). But none ofthese authors

provides any sort of definitive answer to Waldron's argument.

See especially Jeremy Waldron. "Superseding Historic Injustice" (1992) 103 Ethics 4; Jeremy Waldron,

"Historic Injuticc: Its Remembrance and Supersession" in Graham Oddic & Roy W. Perrett, cds..

Justice, Ethics, and New Zealand Society (Auckland: Oxford University Press, 1992) 139 [Waldon,

"Historic Injustice"]; Jeremy Waldron, "Redressing Historic Injustice"(2002)52 U.T.L.J. 135 [Waldron,

"Redressing"]; and Jeremy Waldron, "Settlement, Return, and the Supersession Thesis" (2004) 5

Theoretical Inq. L. 237.

Waldron. "Redressing," ibid

Ibid at 152-53.

Ibid, at 151-52.

Cf. Bruce Ziff, Principles ofProperty Law, 2d ed. (Toronto: Carswcll, 1996) at 120-21.

Sec Newman, "Reconciliation," supra note 52.
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concept of "prior occupation" warrants particular attention. Does a normative theorization

of prior occupation yield anything for the issues that have arisen?

III. The Normative Force of Prior Occupation

A. Limits on the Force of Prior Occupation

The historical fact that Aboriginal groups were in prior occupation ofsubstantial parts of

what was to become Canada prior to European settlement may seem intuitively to have

immediate normative force for the presently just ownership of those areas. The notion that

"they were here first" has an intuitive moral resonance. That intuition may have been

weakened already by Waldron's arguments in the last section.85 Indeed, interestingly, an

author who has carried out one ofthe most prominent projects endeavouring to normatively

theorize Aboriginal rights claims seeks to rely on prior occupation as a normative principle

even after admitting significant doubts about the normative force behind it.1"' Patrick

Macklem takes on board some of the critiques of the normative significance of prior

occupancy for just allocations of property made by the likes of Will Kymlicka and Jeremy

Waldron,*7 but he then argues essentially that so long as prior occupation is significant in law

for others, there is unjust discrimination if Aboriginal groups' prior occupation is not

recognized and given legal effect.**

However, nobody would reasonably maintain that prior occupation has unlimited, all-

pervasive normative force for modern ownership and that equality then demands its

application as such. The present moral implications of historical injustice are complex in

general terms.1"'and no less so in the specific context ofAboriginal title claims. For instance,

in the southwestern United States, the historical fact that the llopi were in prior occupation

of lands that a group of what Canadians would now call Dene (and Americans call

Athabaskans) moved and took from them, in the process of becoming the group now called

the Navajo,90 does not have any automatic normative implication that all such lands must

today be returned to the Hopi. Actually, the Hopi do in fact make claims against the Navajo,

particularly concerning ownership of certain sacred sites,91 but it remains obvious that the

Navajo should not lose all their land on the basis of prior historic occupation by the Hopi.

Sec also Waldron, "Historic Injustice." .w/vu note 79 at 167: •"Wo were here first." These simplicities

have always been unpleasant ways of denying present aspirations or resisting current claims of need.

They become no more pleasant, and in the end no more persuasive, by being associated with respect for

aboriginal peoples or revulsion from the violence and expropriation that have disfigured our history."

Macklem, Indigenous Difference, supra note 7 at 78-85. He had previously acknowledged doubts about

the normative relevance of prior occupancy to sovereignly claims: Patrick Macklem. "Distributing

Sovereignty: Indian Nations and Equality of Peoples" (1993) -15 Stan. L. Rev. 1311 at 1327-35.

Macklem. Indigenous Difference, ibid.

Ibid, at 85.

See generally Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule. "Reparations for Slavery and Other Historical

Injustices" (2003) 103 Colum. L. Rev. 689. See also Thompson, supra note 78.

The history is recorded in many places: a most interesting way of understanding it is through the

identification ofcultural exchange that took place between the groups. See. e.g., Janet Catherine Uerlo

& Ruth B. Phillips. Native North American Art (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1998) at o()-61.

See, e.g., Michael I'. Brown, Who Owns Native Culture? (Cambridge. Mass.: I Inrvard University Press,
2003) at 19-20.
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Ifreaders prefer fully Canadian examples,'2 modern accounts ofAboriginal history in Canada

attuned to the role ofAboriginal persons and groups as historical actors (rather than entirely

passive recipients of colonialism) cite various instances in which Aboriginal groups took

territories that had been previously occupied by other groups, both before and after the

assertion of Crown sovereignty over the territories involved.93 Recognizing that historical

fact does not say anything critical ofany Aboriginal group but does appropriately highlight

some of the complexity to the appropriate limits on the legal and normative force of prior

occupancy.

Within the Canadian legal system, prior occupation has some, but not unlimited, legal

force. Indeed, the courts develop limits on the force of prior occupation based on the

rationales behind its relevance to title. To examine rationales for the legal force ofpossession

and to examine their implications for the force ofpossession in the Aboriginal title context

is not to treat Aboriginal groups unequally, but equally. Three plausible rationales for the

force ofprior occupation arise from the outset, and examining them has the potential to shed

more light on the normative force of prior occupation in the Aboriginal title context.

B. Prior Occupation as an Efficiency-Promoting Principle

McNeil's argument for the force ofpossession in the real property context establishes only

that de facto possession (analogous in relevant respects to occupation) grounds legal

possession, and any title claim is only more remotely inferential from this conclusion,94

showing at once the limited nature of the force of possession. Part of McNeil's argument

begins from analogies to possession in the personal property context.95 These cases— recall

the sorts of cases concerning the necessary level of control over a fox,** a school of fish,97

or a lost bracelet98 — raise at once the first sort of rationale.

This first possible rationale is that a rule according ownership based on first possession

reflects a concern for economic efficiency. The personal property cases illustrate, at once,

different dimensions of this rationale. Pierson v. Post** was an 1805 case concerning

ownership of the fox that Post was chasing with his hounds across unowned land when

The American example is simply in support of a theoretical point, and there is no inherent reason to

prefer examples from one country or another on points ofnormative theory. Indeed, there may be much

to be gained from examples in the United States and other countries in that reference to them expands

the range of examples that have been written about.

Sec, e.g., Arthur J. Ray, / Have Lived Here Since the World began: An Illustrated History ofCanada's

Native People, rev. ed. (Toronto: Key Porter Books, 2005) at 53-54,79,91. Ofcourse, the concept of

"prior occupation" need not be considered in simple physical terms. One can think ofprior occupation

in richer terms as a reference to a form of legal pluralism and implicit reference to the ownership of

particular territories according to the prior-existing legal orders ofAboriginal communities. Sec James

Youngblood Henderson, First Nations Jurisprudence andAboriginal Rights: Defining the Just Society

(Saskatoon: University of Saskatchewan Native Law Centre, 2006) at 119-23. However, such a

conception ofprior occupation does not fundamentally alter what is at stake: a claim to land based on

prior acquisition must be considered as against a claim based on present circumstances.

McNeil, Common Law, supra note 29 at 73-78.

Ibid al II.

Pierson v. Post, 3 Cai. R. 175 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805).

Young v. Hichens (1844), 6 Q.B. 606. 115 E.R. 228.

Parker v. British Airways Board, [1982] I All E.R. 834 (H.L.).

Supra note 96.
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Pierson stepped in and look it. The New York Supreme Court actually split in the case, and

the differing arguments of the majority and dissent, on one reading, manifest the different

facets ofthe economic efficiency rationale.'"" The majority aspires to certainty and order and

sees a rule alloting property ownership based on first possession as contributing to these

objectives. The dissent is ready to look to broader economic efficiency in the specific

circumstances, thus rendering ownership granted in response to first possession as a reward

for the useful labour oftaking possession. Characterizing the personal property cases in this

line more broadly, June Carbone cquivalently describes how "the outcomes in the cases

reflect a balance between the extent ofthe investment and the importance ofproperty rights

in encouraging it weighed against the transaction costs involved in policing the rights

accorded."101 There are two main dimensions to a possible economic efficiency rationale

behind a rule according ownership based on first possession. First, it might promote

economically useful activities to bring unowned property into possession. Second, it might

simply be a clear rule in circumstances where a clear, easily applicable rule itself adds

economic value.102

Economic efficiency rationales, however, are at least potentially unpromising for

Aboriginal title. If the rationale for ownership allotted based on first possession is economic

efficiency, limits on the force of first possession will correspond to that rationale. Such a

prospect conceivably threatens to reawaken the very kind of economic arguments that have

historically been associated with colonialist dispossession ofAboriginal groups: claims that

dispossession was legitimate, at least in part, because ofrelatively less economically efficient

use of the land by Aboriginal groups than by prospective settlers.101

One could, of course, develop a richer set of economic efficiency arguments more

attentive to the ways in which one would today recognize greater value in Aboriginal land

use. Indeed, some economic theorists might seek to develop a thoroughgoing analysis ofthe

comparative economic efficiency of different proposed uses of the land, some kind of

economic analysis of the effects of dispossession (which could count the costs of cultural

displacement and the like), and so on. It might nonetheless remain the case that, within this

line ofargument, less economically productive uses ofland could ground limits on the scope

Neither the majority nor the dissent is explicit in its normative analysis. Richard Epstein sees matters

more bluntly, writing of the judgments in the case that "|t]hc large question — why is first possession

sufficient to support a claim for ownership — received no consideration at all": Richard A. Epstein,

"Possession as the Root ofTitle" (1979) 13 Cia. L. Rev. 1221 at 1225.

June Carbone, "Back to the Future: Intellectual Properly and the Rediscovery of Properly Rights— and

Wrongs" (2002) 46 St. Louis U.LJ. 629 at 639 | footnotes omitted].

Cf. also Carol M. Rose, Properly and Persuasion: Essays on the History, Theory, and Rhetoric of

Ownership (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1994) at 16 (discussing how clarity of properly rights

enhances the value of property).

See, e.g., John Locke, The Second Treatise of Government, Thomas P. Peardon, ed. (Indianapolis:

Bobbs-Merrill,19S2)sec. 25 and Jeremy Bcntham.r/if7Vk'ori'()//.f^u7o(/oH,C.K.Ogdcn,ed. (London:

Routledgc & Kegan Paul Ltd.. 1931) at 118. ChiefJustice Marshall dodged ihc argument in Johnson \:

M'lntosli. 21 U.S. 543 at 5KX (1823) ("We will not enter into the controversy, whether agriculturalists,

merchants, and manufacturers, have a right, on abstract principles, to expel hunters from the territory

they possess"). The colonialist argumentation was of course not confined to economic bases. For a

fascinating examination of the range of philosophical claims at stake in the renowned debate at

Vallidolad. called by the Spanish king to discuss the morality of Spanish colonial policy, sec Lewis

Hanke, Aristotle and the American Indians: A Study in Race Prejudice in the Modern World (London:

Hollis& Carter, 1959).
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of Aboriginal title. If the rationale behind the force granted to prior occupation is an

economic rationale, the force of prior occupation is subject to economic-based limits.

Economically inefficient land usage would potentially awaken such limits, subject to the

inefficiency outweighing the possible value ofthe clear rule that first occupation might offer

and the costs of dispossession. Especially given the kinds of proof that could be given of

different sorts ofeconomic costs and benefits, it would appear possible that Aboriginal title

claims would be subjected to significant and normatively unacceptable limits based on this

alleged rationale for a first possession rule.

Perhaps even more definitively, any economic efficiency rationale would seem at odds

with the fundamental jurisprudential principles present in the existing Aboriginal title case

law. To take one central example, the "inherent limit that lands held pursuant to title cannot

be used in a manner that is irreconcilable with the nature of the claimants' attachment to

those lands""" sits uneasily with any economic efficiency rationale for normative

significance to "first attachment" to the lands. This sort of inherent limit constrains the

possible uses oflands held under Aboriginal title in a manner that may prevent an Aboriginal

group from making the most economically efficient use of particular lands in the modern

context. It might seem crass to say, but "paving paradise" may be the preferred and

economically efficient choice ofcertain groups with respect to certain parts ofthe lands they

would hold subject to Aboriginal title, and the inherent limit doctrine is thus at odds with an

economic efficiency rationale. Both normative soundness and legal fit with existing doctrine

are doubtful with an economic efficiency rationale.

C. Prior Occupation and Natural Rights ok Ownership

A second plausible rationale for ownership based on prior occupation would maintain that

first occupation has an inherent, rather than instrumental, importance. The claim on this

rationale would be that first occupation grounds a natural right of ownership over what is

occupied, on the basis that an act ofjust acquisition, carried out through occupation, grounds

just ownership.105 Any such rationale posits the notion of a just acquisition that grounds

future ownership claims and would also need to presume a theory ofjust transfers,10* thus

rendering properly claims into those fitting a set of procedural requirements.107 There arc

theorists who consistently maintain such an account, notably Robert Nozick,108 but few

theorists are ready to accept all the implications of such accounts, which would seemingly

include a rejection of any redistributive activity by the state other than that measured so as

to undo historical injustices."*4 For (hat matter, such implications may well not be in the

interests of Aboriginal groups. In a significant number of cases, their members may well

benefit from, for instance, social policies designed to address the interests of those in

poverty, not all of which might be supported under accounts of rectification of historic

Dclgamimkw, siipni note I at para. 125.

Cf. David Lyons. "The New Indian Claims and Original Rights to Land" (1977) 4 Social Theory &

Practice 249 at 253.

Sec ihiil.

See generally No/ick. supra note 68.

Ibid

See generally Kynilicka, Contemporary Political Philosophy, supra note 67 al 111-13, 156-58.
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injustices."0 The normative soundness of this rationale for the implications of first

occupation is at least questionable.

One might add that this sort of rationale also does not fit central features of the law of

Aboriginal title. It is perhaps consistent with the inherent limit on Aboriginal title with which

the economic efficiency rationale was so dramatically inconsistent."' Ifone were prepared

to break up the bundle of property rights and say that a first possessor justly acquired only

those property rights short of full title that the first possessor had fully acquired in an object

or land, then it would become possible to explain the inherent limit on that basis. However,

the account would struggle more with other central features of the doctrine of Aboriginal

title. For instance, this account would clearly root claims in first occupationperse rather than

in prior occupation, driving a history-unraveling process extending beyond the moments in

time established within the Aboriginal title and Aboriginal rights jurisprudence"2 and

denying the possibility ofsomething like Metis rights claims unless they arose on what was

previously terra iittlliii.s, land unoccupied prior to Metis occupation."3

D. Prior Occupation as Proxy for Identity Protection

A third rationale for ownership based on prior occupation would be that prior occupation

actually functions as a sort of proxy for the protection of an individual's or group's

identity."4 On this rationale, an act of prior occupation is not important solely on the basis

that it might have been an acquisition but because the fact of historical occupation tends to

identify ownership linked closely to the personal identity ofan individual or the community

identity of a group. That an individual may maintain ownership over objects over which he

or she established prior occupation is important, then, because to recognize this ownership

recognizes his or her agency in taking possession ofthese objects and, thus, an aspect ofhis

or her identity."5 To refuse to recognize this ownership would fail to recognize the agency

of the individual and undermine recognition of his or her identity.'"' Obviously, in some

If redistribution of land can be one policy addressing Aboriginal poverty, it is not the only one. The

problem on this rationale is that historically-based land transfers will be the only morally permissible

anti-poverty policy.

Sec* supra note 104 and accompanying text.

See Van der t'vel, supra note I at para. 60 (identifying the moment of contact as of particular

significance for Aboriginal rights generally) and Delgamimkw, supra note I ut para. 142 (identifying

the moment of assertion of Crown sovereignty as of particular signilieanee for Aboriginal title).

Cf. R. v. Powley, 2003 SCC 43. [2003] 2 S.C.R. 207 at para. 17 [Powley] ("the inclusion of the Metis

in s. 35 is not traceable to their pre-contact occupation ofCanadian territory"). To a degree, the Supreme

Court case law has read Metis rights as if they will have to bo explained in some different normative

framework (e.g., ibid.), but there must be some way ofreading the rights ofs. 3 5 in a manner that makes

s. 35 a coherent whole.

Cf. Margaret Jane Radin, "Properly and Personhood" (1982) 34 Stan. L. Rev. 957 at 960 (portraying

property as within the scope of one's personhood). One could also consider whether prior occupation

could act as a proxy for something else, such as for historic injustices involved in dispossession (e.g..

in the modes ofdispossession). However, only something like a connection to identity really explains

the nature of Aboriginal title as a property claim that will in some instances seek restitution of specific

lands.

Jim Harris would see something like the way I have explained this as a slightly different rationale from

what Radin, ibid., intended within her theory. He argues that ifone is to support rights to transfer

property, one needs to see property rights as helping constitute individual autonomy more than seeing

properly itselfas constituting individuals'personalities. See J.W.Harris, Property andJus/ice (Oxford:

Clarendon Press. 1996) at 221-22.

Unlike Harris, ibid.. I would see agency itselfas integrally part of one's identity.
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instances, an individual will have agreed to sell an object, and recognizing his or her agency

interests and identity then implies recognizing the sale."7 (And there may be other ways in

which an individual's identity ceases to be bound with a particular object.) Similarly, the

community identity ofa group that took first occupation ofan object or land will tend to be

bound with its ongoing ownership of that object or land unless some circumstance has

changed such that it has ceased to be so bound.1"*

This third kind of rationale would not imply that prior occupation was always the sole

determinant of with whose identity an object was most closely bound. Although Margaret

Jane Radin's personality theory of property,1" from which this third rationale implicitly

builds, is often cited by academics in quick support of repatriation claims for cultural

property,120 concern for prior occupation as proxy for identity demands careful attention to

what property rights foster a flourishing community identity.121 Moreover, it calls for

attention to possible competition between the claims ofdifferent groups that may both or all

have community connections to particular land or a particular object ofcultural property.122

In some cases, the appropriate resolution may in fact correspond to first possession; for

instance, it might be the case that the Elgin Marbles are more centrally relevant to the

cultural identity of the Greeks than of an appropriately flourishing community identity in

Britain.123 On the other hand, it is far from clear that making historic determinations

concerning first occupation of Jerusalem would have anything to do with assessing the

claims of different religious-cultural groups concerning their community relationship with

the holy land. Different groups other than any historic first possessor per se may have

developed deep community connections with particular objects or lands.

This kind ofaccount, aligned with modern pcrsonhood theories ofproperty, fits well with

the kind of explanations given of the scope of Aboriginal title. First, this account would

explain the inherent limit on the scope of Aboriginal title discussed in relation to the other

two rationales.124 On this account, an Aboriginal group does not have a claim to make use

of lands held under Aboriginal title for a purpose irreconcilable with the nature of historical

use grounding title because the rationale for the concept ofAboriginal title is concerned with

community connections to the land and the historic uses ofthe land are a proxy for the ways

in which the community was spiritually and culturally connected to the land. There is no

basis for claiming rights to use lands held under Aboriginal title for uses inconsistent with

the Aboriginal cultural and spiritual connections to the land.

At the same time, this sort ofaccount looks to what is actually centrally connected to the

community identity of a group, looking not to some historical mist of time but to what can

be established as rights closely connected to that community identity. So, as in the central

17 On the Tact that such recognition means that justice in the property context must have some historical

dimensions, cf. Lyons, supra note 10S at 254.

'" Cf. generallyTanya Evelyn George, "Using Customary International Law to Identify 'Fctishistic' Claims

to Cultural Property" (2005) 80 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1207 at 1208, 1220-21.

'" Radin, supra note 114. Sec also supra note 116.

;" George, supra note 118 at 1218.

;i Ibid, at 1224-25.

Ibid.

" Ibid at 1234-36.

:4 See text accompanying supra notes 104,111 -13.
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elements ofcurrent Supreme Court doctrine incorporating a specific time reference into the

test for Aboriginal title,125 prior occupation is more significant than first occupation per se.

There is, within the account, no particular reason to go back to the historical mists oftime

so much as to look for a time frame that allows for a reasonable assessment of community

connections to land. Moreover, there is within the account the possibility of a different

community establishing a more modern community connection with particular lands,

something consistent with the prospect ofCanadian law recognizing Metis rights in respect

ofcertain lands.126

This account offers the prospect of an interpretation of first occupation that somehow

coherently unites a historically-oriented principle and the notion of reconciliation with

communities lacking the same historical connections with lands but having other sorts of

connections with these lands.127 It explains how Aboriginal title can be fitted into a

continuum of Aboriginal rights claims partly by transforming it from a property-oriented

claim to a claim based on the cultural-political nature ofcommunities. In so doing, it comes

closest to the evolving normative accounts that sec Aboriginal title as important in cultural

and political senses, but that have not received attention within narrow property-based

accounts.128 It affirms Aboriginal identity and responds to the sorts of spiritual explanations

that many Aboriginal theorists have themselves given as residing behind modern claims for

Aboriginal title.m

This account, unlike the others examined, leads to reasonably sound results at a normative

level and to results reasonably consistent with certain central features of the modern

jurisprudence ofAboriginal title. This account, however, would tend to lead to modification

ofthe prior occupation element ofthe test itself. On this account, the prior occupation itself

is not normativcly significant, but rather that which prior occupation represents. Prior

occupation serves as a sort of proxy for community connections to land.

III. Prior Occupation as Proxy for

Community Connections to Land

The preferable account of prior occupation reached in the last section leads to an

undermining of the force of prior occupation per se. Why then does it still figure so

prominently in the case law, even gaining stature in the most recent decision? By examining

the role of prior occupation as a proxy within this case law, one can start to see why.

See supra note 11.

Cf. Powley, supra note 113 at para. 50 (referring to a Metis right as "a righl lhal we recogni/c as pan
ofthe special aboriginal relationship to the land").

Cf. my previous comments on this: Dwight G. Newman, Community ami Collective Rights (D.Phil.

Thesis, Oxford University, 2005) [unpublished] at 236-38 [Newman. Community],

Cf. McNeil. "Aboriginal Title," supra note 17 at 307 (stating that Delgamuukw "acknowledges the

unique qualities of Aboriginal title and provides jurisdictional space for self-government").

An inspiring judicial recognition of such explanations appears in The Afayagna (Sumo) Awai Tingni

Community v. Nicaragua (2001). Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (Ser. C) No. 79 at para. 149 (staling that "|f|or

indigenous communities, relations to the land are nol merely a matter ofpossession and production, but

[have] a material and spiritual element w hich they must fully enjoy, even to preserve their cultural legacy

and transmit it to future generations"). For examples of Aboriginal theorists who express Aboriginal

relationships to land claims in spiritual terms see, e.g., Henderson, supra note 93 at 119-45. Cf. Turner,

supra note 78 at 109-10, 115-16.
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Some statements in the case law actually refer to prior occupation in terms that suggest

that its importance arises not from a physical fact of occupation but from an interaction of

legal systems. So, Lamer C.J.C. writes in Delgamuukw that "from a theoretical

standpoint, aboriginal title arises out of prior occupation of the land by aboriginal peoples

and out ofthe relationship between the common law and pre-existing systems ofaboriginal

law."130 In so doing, he develops, to an extent, the insights contained in the dissenting

judgment of McLachlin J. in Van tier Peel. There, McLachlin J. had been at pains to stress

the relevance of Aboriginal laws against what she saw as an overemphasis on a particular

historical moment in Lamer C.J.C.'s judgment in the case insofar as he required proof that

a practice be traceable to pre-contact times to found an Aboriginal right. She wrote:

"Aboriginal rights find their source not in a magic moment of European contact, but in the

traditional laws and customs of the aboriginal people in question."131

These kinds ofreferences to the relevance ofAboriginal laws alongside other matters like

prior occupation, by no means isolated references,132 arguably open an intellectual space to

further a reinterpretation of the cases founded on a normative account of prior occupation.

Never fully normalively developed in the case law, prior occupation is discussed alongsid

other concepts that offer alternative modes of understanding the emerging doctrine.

le

Indeed, there is no difficulty in finding even more explicit suggestions that the Court has

actually seen prior occupation as a proxy for something else. Later in his decision in

Delgamuukw, Lamer C.J.C. refers to prior occupation as indicative of the relationship ofa

community to its land, writing that

the law of aboriginal title does not only seek to determine the historic rights of aboriginal peoples to land:

it also seeks to afl'ord legal protection to prior occupation in the present-day. Implicit in the protection of

historic patterns of occupation is a recognition ol'the importance of the continuity of the relationship ofan

aboriginal community to its land over time.

One reading of this passage is that the historical occupation is normatively important today

because of the normative force of a continuing community relationship with land. Chief

Justice Lamer's explanation ofhow Delgamuukw applies and appropriately modifies the Van

Jer Peel test makes the connection of prior occupation to community relationships even

clearer. He writes that "under the test for aboriginal title, the requirement that the land be

integral to the distinctive culture of the claimants is subsumed by the requirement of

occupancy."134 Prior occupation becomes the measure of cultural connections.

Reading prior occupation as a proxy for Aboriginal community connections to the land

thus emerges as a natural way to read Delgamuukw, in which, of course, the Court seemed

ready to admit substantial use ofAboriginal oral history identifying community relationships

IM Delgamuukw, supra note 1 at para. 145.

'" Van der Peel, supra note 1 at para. 247.

": See also ibid, at para. 30 (referring to prior-existing Aboriginal communities): Delgamuukw, supra note

1 at para. 126 (prior occupation related to "pre-existing systems of aboriginal law"); and Marshall/

Bernard, supra note 1 at para. 129 (referring to "prior social organization" of Aboriginal groups).

111 Delgamuukw, ibid.

"' Ibid, at para. 142.
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with land.135 Does the Marshall/Bernard concern with relatively strict proof of exclusive

occupation1'6 betray the Delgamuukw legacy and call for an irreversible change to the

applicable normative analysis? We can try to grapple with this question through careful

attention to the claims actually at stake in Marshall/Bernard.

In applying the translation approach developed in Marshall/Bernard, McLachlin C.J.C.

suggests that in a decision on Aboriginal title, "we are required to consider whether the

practices ofaboriginal peoples at the time of sovereignty compare with the core notions of

common law title to land. It would be wrong to look for indicia of aboriginal title in deeds

or Euro-centric assertions of ownership. Rather, we must look for the equivalent in the

aboriginal culture at issue."1" The concept of prior occupation, then, becomes a standard

against which the Aboriginal practices and culture are to be measured for whether they reveal

a community connection with the land that can be recognized and continued only through

Aboriginal title or whether the connection they reveal is better recognized through Aboriginal
rights other than Aboriginal title. Aboriginal practices and culture are to be considered

carefully against this standard.

ChiefJustice McLachlin does, in fact, refer in Marshall/Bernardlo the application oflegal

standards to the use ofAboriginal oral history.1" This emphasis continues a trend in the case

law since Delgamuukw to try to make clear that its authorization of using Aboriginal oral

history did not transform all evidentiary rules.11'' This is, admittedly, one way in which the

law has approached matters more rigourously post-Delgamuukw.''10

However, the nature ofprior occupation as a proxy for community connections to the land

continues as a subtext within the comments on the prioroccupation element ofthe Aboriginal

title test. It is in the evidentiary considerations that we likely find the reason for the Court's

continuing insistence on prior occupation per se. As I have argued at greater length

elsewhere, what will or will not be provable, or what will or will not give a rule that may be

applied in the circumstances of real life, can itself offer normative reasons for a rule that

might differ from the rule most accurately sketching the normative considerations in the

absence of evidentiary issues.141 Prior occupation is more objectively measurable, in the

Court's view, than community connections to the landperse. Nonetheless, realizing where

the normative force ofprior occupation resides can enable some rethinking ofthe applicable

rules in the modern doctrine of Aboriginal title.

Ibid, at para. 87.

See text accompanying supra notes 36-43.

Marshall/Bernunl, supra note I at para. 61.

Ibid, at para. 70.

See generally I)u ighl G. Newman, "Tsilliuot 'in Nation v. British Columbia and Civil Justice: Analyzing

(he Procedural Interaction of Evidentiary Principles and Aboriginal Oral History" (2005) 43 Alia. L.

Rev. 433 at 442-44.

Ibid.

See ibid, at 438-40.
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IV. Conclusion:

Implications for the Doctrine ok Aboriginal Title

If prior occupation is indeed a convenient proxy rather than being inherently normatively

determinative, this conclusion has important implications for the form ofthe Aboriginal title

test the Court properly applies. Prior occupation may serve in the general case as a useful

proxy for community connections to land, but prior occupation itself should be regarded as

neither necessary nor sufficient to make out a case for Aboriginal title.

First, prior occupation will not be necessary in circumstances where a particular

Aboriginal group can provide compelling evidence of a sufficiently deep community

connection to particular lands that may or may not have been objects of that group's prior

occupation. The community connection to the land must be sufficiently deep such that the

land is centrally connected to the cultural-political identity of the group — and centrally

connected in ways making recognition of Aboriginal title, as opposed to some other

Aboriginal right, the most appropriate way ofrecognizing the particular connection at issue.

If this is the case, then there is reason for the courts to respect that connection regardless of

the absence of prior occupation. This situation may clearly arise, for instance, in respect of

certain sacred sites irrespective ofwhether they were sites ofprior occupation or whether the

occupation of those sites has been discontinuous or evolved only in more recent times.142

Second, prior occupation will not be sufficient to give rise to Aboriginal title in

circumstances in which another group can provide compelling evidence of its overriding

connection to or dependence on particular lands.143 If Metis groups can establish their

overriding community connection to particular lands, they may have a legally recognizable

claim to Metis title as against a competing Aboriginal title claim.144 The implications do not,

however, end there. There will be other kinds of instances in which this more normatively

coherent account may have implications that limit Aboriginal title claims. Some will even

strike some readers as bizarre. Consider the real controversies that have arisen between

Aboriginal claims to certain sacred sites and claims made by latter-day New Age spiritualists

also identifying those sites as sacred.145 Provided that the New Age believers can establish

genuine religious beliefs, it would, quite frankly, be immoral to laugh them offas some might

be inclined to do. It will be necessary in some such instances to find genuine reconciliations

between Aboriginal title claims and other claims. Indeed, although settlers' claims that they

use various resources in economically efficient manners do not provide them normatively

legitimate arguments for dispossession ofAboriginal groups, under-recognized cultural and

political connections of non-Aboriginal Canadians to lands (and their possible economic

dependence on them) may also establish limits on Aboriginal title.146

For a fascinating recent account ofsacred sites in Canadian jurisprudence, see Michael Lcc Ross. First

Nations Sacred Sites in Canada s Courts (Vancouver: UBC Press. 2005).

Cf. Newman. Community, supra note 127.

Cf. George, supra note 118 at 1224-25 (on genuine claims by two groups to the same object).

See Brown, supra note 91 at 162-63.

Cf. Jorge M. Valadez, Deliberative Democracy. Political Legitimacy, and Self-Determination in

Multicultural Societies (Boulder. Colo.: Wcslvievv, 2001) at 286-88. Note that these cannot all be left

for the justification stage, partly because the justification tests are not sufficiently well-articulated (cf.

generally Peter W. 1 logg, "Interpreting the Charier of Rights: Generosity and Justification" (1990) 28

Osgoode Hall LJ. 817) and partly because even recognizing title in the first place, and then saying there
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Admitting that this normative account will limit some Aboriginal title claims is an act of

intellectual forthrightncss. It would be easier to hide within ambiguities and the obvious fact

that this normative account is fleshed out here only to the extent that it can be within the

confines ofa single article. To the extent that some writers' approaches implicitlyjudge tests

for any new doctrinal or theoretical pronouncement by the immediate litigation interests of

Aboriginal groups.147 they are engaged in a different enterprise. It is not one concerned with

normative coherence ofthe law so much as with refashioning bargaining positions. There are

understandable reasons for such an enterprise in light of the historical injustices Aboriginal

people have faced,14" but the courts must engage in a task recognizing legitimate interests on

all sides of the disputes before them.14"

Aboriginal title claims have, no doubt, functioned as a way ofseeking an economic base

for different Aboriginal communities, in some cases successfully. But not everything that is

right is a matter ofrights. It is right for the government to work with Aboriginal communities

to find ways for them to participate in the modern economy, but not every policy in support

ofthat aim will flow from the law of Aboriginal rights. Thinking otherwise puts us all in the

hands of a dangerous lawyers' game.

Seeking a normative account behind the Aboriginal title jurisprudence of the Supreme

Court exposes, at once, a schism in the Court's own principles. In this article, I have sought

to further a more normatively coherent account of Aboriginal title by putting on the

examination table the prior occupation clement of the Aboriginal title test. 1 have reached

conclusions with which some may not agree: ifso. I hope we may engage in further academic

discussion to further understandings. I would not advance the claims 1 have if I knew they

were wrong; however, ifone were never to advance a claim without absolute certainty as to

its correctness, all scholarship in the area ofAboriginal rights would likely cease. Thus, I put

my claims forward with intellectual humility in the hopes of furthering the kind ofnormative

discussion of Aboriginal rights topics that is of great policy importance and great

significance to justice in Canada.

On the argument I have offered here, making normative sense of the prior occupation

element of the Court's Aboriginal title test actually pushes one toward a significant

is a justified limitation, has divisive possibilities [cf. generally Karin l.chmunn, "Aboriginal Title.

Indigenous Rights and the Right to Culture" (2004) 20 S.A.J.II.R. K6).

Cf. supra note 17, although other authors would more dramatically illustrate the point. Cf, also Cairns,

supra note 72 at 175-82 (describing the potentially narrow locus ol'academic legal scholarship on

Aboriginal issues).

But cf. generally Charles E. Abcrnathy. "Advocacy Scholarship and Affirmative Action." Book Review

of The New Color Line: How Quotes ami Privilege Destroy Democracy by Paul Craig Roberts &

Lawrence M. Slratton and We Won't Go Hack: \takiii}> the Case ofAffirmative Action by Charles R.

Lawrence III & Mari J. Matsuda, (I<W7) 86 Cico. L.J. 377.

The courts should grapple with these interests because they are part of s. 35. although it is entirely

understandable that they sec the task before them as so complex as to be approached only through

broader-based negotiations: Dwight G. Newman, "Negotiated Rights Enforcement" (2006) 69 Sask. L.

Rev. 119, I have written there on the prospect that shilling Aboriginal rights issues to negotiations

transforms them from mutters of what is normalively right into who has bargaining power (ibul.). Such

effects problcmati/e those processes and create incentives for individuals to undertake academic

enterprises concerned with refashioning bargaining positions. Hut the proper places ofadjudication and

negotiation on Aboriginal rights issues is a complex matter and better lefi for fuller treatment elsewhere.
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reinterpretation ofthat same element. On my account, prior occupation serves and ought to

serve as a proxy for community connections to land, which should be the primary matter at

stake. Aboriginal title, as conceived within the Supreme Court ofCanada's Aboriginal rights

jurisprudence, then, is properly a particular form ofAboriginal right more than a particular

property claim. Recognizing the prior occupation element for what it is enables greater

consistency with this central point about the nature of Aboriginal title and opens space for

a more normatively coherent account ofthe law. The prospect then arises ofmoving beyond

a schism between historically-oriented and forward-looking principles to seeking a principled

way ofdealing with the real interests at stake; of finding principled reconciliations between

Aboriginal cultural, political, and spiritual rootedncss in Turtle Island and the simultaneously

legitimate identity-based and justice-based claims of all Canadians.


